
Machine Learning
Big Idea #3



Classifier
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A classifier’s job is to sort things into categories

Spam Filters:
Spam, or

not-spam?

Loan Applications:
Low risk, Mid-risk,

High-risk

Ad or movie recommender:
Sports fan? Romantic?

Horror fan? History buff?



Training a Classifier
A classifier’s job is to sort things into categories

How it Works:

Decision tree - a collection of nested if-then statements 
that classify data. 3

Our Role:
We choose the categories & provide 
examples  of each one.

Algorithms:
We let the machine learning algorithm 
figure out how to classify the examples the 
way we wanted them classified. Then we 
can test it on new data.

One machine learning method that can be 
used to do the classification is called a 
decision tree.



Machine Learning
Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence (AI) that provides 
systems the ability to

● automatically learn

● improve its performance on a task 

● without being explicitly told how to do that task

Machine learning focuses on the development of computer programs that can 
access data and use it learn for themselves. 
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Machine learning algorithms
● There are many different machine learning algorithms.

● Some algorithms construct representations using trees or graphs. For 
example, there are algorithms that learn decision trees.

● Some algorithms work purely by statistics making small changes to numbers 
to improve the performance of the model.
○ Neural network learning algorithms fall into this category.
○ The numbers in a neural network are called “weights” and “activations”.

● Many recent advances in AI have come about because computers became 
powerful enough to train really large neural networks using lots of data.
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Characteristics used in classifying musical preferences

How Machine Learning Works: An Explanation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukzFI9rgwfU


Decision tree classifier: musical preferences
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Genre = pop

Tempo >= medium ?Don’t 
Recommend

No

Yes

Recommend

No

Yes

Don’t 
Recommend



How Neural Networks work
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The machine learning algorithms used in neural networks are functions that map 
(transform) inputs to outputs.

Learning is a process that adjusts the mapping to produce better results.

Mapping 
Function

Inputs Outputs
Songs (training)

Songs & User Ratings (Implementation)
User rating (training)
New Recommendations (implementation)

 Feature Space

Complex 
non-linear function

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEDzUT3ymw4


What do we mean by “machine learning”?
Machine learning algorithms may improve their performance on a task by:

● Accumulating experience as a “teacher” (Supervised Learning)
corrects its mistakes.

● Finding statistical structure in the data (Unsupervised Learning)
it is presented with.

● Trying to maximize a reward signal. (Reinforcement Learning)

● Using models trained from other data to        (Transfer Learning)
solve a new problem
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Machine Learning Process

Collect,  Clean, 
Label Data

Problem/
Question

? Select 
Appropriate 
Algorithm  

Train Model
Manual  ->  select key 
characteristics

Automated -> 
computer decides 
characteristics from 
input-output pairings

Test Model
Tweak to improve 
accuracy

● Supervised 
learning

● Reinforcement 
learning

● Transfer 
learning

Use Model 
to make 
predictions/
recommend
ations

Subset of data
Subset of Data, 
Not used in training

New 
Datasets

Classification 
of Data



Machine Learning for Kids
School Library Example

Link to Supplemental Slides 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1bAB2O1k6gQKOwX9BNygkMpkqpDv4VFZ_1x0P5Y6qUuE/edit?usp=sharing


Machine Learning for Kids 
https://machinelearningforkids.co.uk

https://machinelearningforkids.co.uk


Machine Learning for Kids 
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Built with IBM Watson AI

numberWordImage



Activity

https://machinelearningforkids.co.uk/#!/worksheets

https://machinelearningforkids.co.uk/#!/worksheets


Help the Librarian
Our goal it to teach a computer to 
make recommendations that will help 
the school librarian quickly categorize 
new books.

Learning Objectives:
● Create a classifier to categorize 

books
● Train a predictive model based 

on attributes of books to make 
recommendations.

● Use model in a Scratch project



Sample Scratch Program



Decision tree classifier: book reading level
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# Pictures = 0 ?

# Pictures > # Pages?Grade 5+

Yes

Yes

Grade 1 Grade 3

No

No

We won’t see the decision tree. But if we did it might look like this.



Navigate 
https://machinelearningforkids.co.uk/

Login
User Names:  ai4k12_01 … ai4k12_20
Password:  card+price+chance

Getting Started: Login to 
Machine Learning for Kids 

https://machinelearningforkids.co.uk/


Project Setup

Project Template:
You can create project templates that 
your students can use individually as 
well as whole class projects that allow 
your class to train one classifier using 
crowdsourcing.

1. Values or properties  of the data 
you are storing. Kind of like 
variables

2. These are properties of a book we 
are going to track

pages – the number of pages in a book
lines – the number of lines on a page
pictures – the number of pictures in the 
book

Values = important characteristics



Categories for Training Data



Add Training Data Examples

Picture books with 1 
word or  1 word per 
page 

Multiple sentences - 
paragraphs - simple 
chapter books

Chapter books with 
Hundreds of page, 
multiple paragraphs 
per page

Add at least 6 
examples for 
each category



Adding Training Data

Picture books with 1 
word or  1 word per 
page 

Multiple sentences - 
paragraphs - simple 
chapter books

Chapter books with 
Hundreds of page, 
multiple paragraphs 
per page



So where are we



Training a machine learning model
The computer will learn from patterns in the examples you’ve 
given it.

These will be used to be able to make predictions for new

books.



Patterns in Training Data

1:1:1,  1:1 Pages:lines, 
1/2 -1 picture:page 

2x lines: pages
4- 10 lines/page

8- 20 lines/page

0-40 Pages 20 - 80 Pages >100  Pages



Activity: Testing Our Model



However, I noticed that my classifier isn’t quite right

20 lines per page12  lines per page



However, I noticed that my classifier isn’t quite right

20 lines per page12  lines per page



However, I noticed that my classifier isn’t quite right

1 lines per page1 lines per page



However, I noticed that my classifier isn’t quite right

1 lines per page1 lines per page



Patterns in Training Data: Model’s current focus

1:1:1,  1:1 Pages:lines, 
1/2 -1 picture:page 

2x lines: pages, 4- 10 
lines/page

8- 20 lines/page

0-40 Pages 20 - 80 Pages >100  Pages



Other Patterns in Training Data

1:1:1,  ½ -1 pictures:page, 
.5 - 2  lines/page  

2.5 - 7 lines/page 8- 20 lines/page



Supervised Learning
When we are monitoring the model, e.g.,  how the computer  is learning and 

categorizing books, and adjusting the model with different types of training data, 
this is considered a supervised learning algorithm.



Activity: Improving the Model
Let’s add some additional books to the training set to help the classifier better 
categorize the books.
This means we need to focus on the other relationships we think are important.
# of lines/page

# of pictures/ page

.5 - 2  lines/page  
Beginner

2.5 - 7 lines/page
Intermediate

8- 20 lines/page
Advanced

½ -1+ pictures:page
Beginner 

< 1 picture per 8+ pages
Intermediate
Chapter books with pictures at the 
beginning of the chapter

# of pictures/ page / lines Multiple pictures with high lines per page (see lines/page)
Intermediate/Advanced
Comics



Next Steps



Now let’s integrate our model 
into an application



Exporting our model to Scratch



Our project in Scratch



Sample Scratch Program



Code



Code

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced





You will see changes in the model based on your interaction with the Scratch 
program and your direct interaction with the model.



Project Extensions

Help improve the predictions from Scratch



How IBM Watson Works?

https://www.google.com/search?q=how+does+ibm+watson+work&rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS828US828&oq=how+does+IBM+watson+work&aqs=chrome.0.0l6.3757j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#kpvalbx=1


How Machine Learning Works? An Explanation

Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukzFI9rgwfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukzFI9rgwfU

